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Just a few days after becoming president, Donald Trump rashly decided to implement a complete
media blackout at the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).[i]  In addition to the media freeze,
the President forbid EPA staff from awarding any new contracts or grants.[ii]  The email sent to EPA
employees read, “New EPA administration has asked that all contract and grant awards be
temporarily suspended, effective immediately. Until we receive further clarification, which we hope
to have soon, please construe this to include task orders and work assignments.”[iii]  The
announcement of the blackout coupled with President Trump’s looming nomination for the EPA
Administrator, Scott Pruitt, has sent the media into a frenzy, and further, has caused anguish among
scientists, state and local officials, universities, and Native American tribes that often benefit from
the EPA’s grants.[iv]  Across the country, EPA employees have protested the nomination of Pruitt.[v]
 This controversy comes from the fact that Pruitt has close ties with the fossil fuel industry and has
openly denied the existence of climate change.[vi]  The fears of EPA employees and supporters may
be warranted in light of the fact that Pruitt has made headway on the President’s plan to “get rid of”
the EPA entirely.[vii]  His plan includes intentions to repeal climate change rules, cut staff, close
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The EPA is responsible for protecting the environment by passing regulations, giving grants to
environmental programs, studying environmental issues, working with local businesses and
government organizations, and educating Americans on the environment.[ix] The EPA distributes
more than $4 billion funding grants and other assistance programs each year.[x]  Thus, freezing the
grants could affect climate research, local communities, air and water quality, and even
environmental justice projects aimed at assisting those living in poor neighborhoods.[xi]
The President has also instituted social media bans at the Department of Health and Human
Services and the Interior Department, which oversees the National Park Service.[xii]  Across the
country various groups have protested and advocated against the media freeze.  One of the National
Parks, Badlands National Park in South Dakota, began tweeting facts relating to climate change in
response to the media ban.[xiii]  The tweet was later removed after it was discovered that an
unauthorized person had posted to the account, however, not before an explosive reaction by the
twitter community.[xiv]  The response by the National Parks Service to delete the tweet spawned the
creation of several rouge National Park accounts.[xv]  Among these accounts was the
AltUSNatParkService which gained over 600,000 followers in just 24 hours.[xvi]  These new twitter
accounts are claimed to be run by National Park rangers and have continuously posted facts relating
to science and climate change.[xvii]
On February 3, 2017, the Trump Administration lifted the freeze on EPA grants and contracts.
[xviii]  Although the media blackout seems to be relaxed, the agency still has not used social media
accounts to communicate with the American public.[xix]  However, all grants have progressed
normally and no funds have been denied, at least in the interim.[xx]
The American public needs to stay aware and updated on current climate and environmental
threats.  Even though operation of the EPA has proceeded normally, the function and purpose of the
EPA could change drastically with the appointment of Scott Pruitt as the EPA Administrator.  The
EPA provides a vital and irreplaceable service to the United States by preserving the health and safety
of the American people and the environment.  It would be a true shame to see it go up in flames.
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